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Abstract

We compare the accuracy, speed and applica-

bility to test generation of existing bridge fault

modeling solutions. We identify some previ-

ously undiscussed anomalous circuit behaviors,

and describe the extent to which they a�ect

bridge fault simulation and testing. Finally,

we present a system for evaluating bridge fault

models in a test generation environment, and

we present an experiment that provides an as-

sessment of how defect coverage can be a�ected

by a generating and checking model.

1 Introduction

In the search for IC quality, realistic defect
testing is becoming increasingly important. In
order to obtain the relatively modest quality
level of 200 defective parts per million (DPM)
in a circuit with a 90% yield requires that
the test set detect 99.8% of the manufactur-
ing defects [WB81, MB88]. The majority of
spot defects in current MOS technologies cause
changes in the circuit description that result
in shorts [FM91]. Tests that cover 100% of
the testable single stuck-at faults may not ad-
equately cover shorts [MG91, FL91].
Until recently, people had to guess at the

wire pairs for which to generate tests because
the total number of pairs is prohibitively large,

and methods had not yet been developed to
determine which of the possible shorts were
important. Carafe, an inductive fault analysis
tool [Jee91, JF93], extracts the relative proba-
bilities of extra-conductor defects and missing
conductor defects. Circuit faults extracted by
Carafe that result in a short are referred to
here as realistic bridge faults. For the purposes
of this paper we consider only shorts involving
gate inputs and outputs. The use of Carafe re-
duces the number of bridges to be considered
from O(n2) to O(n).

Carafe reports the likelihood of occurrence
for each fault it extracts. This likelihood indi-
cates how probable the fault is to occur rela-
tive to all of the other faults in the list. When
we generate tests for bridge faults, we can re-
port not only what percentage of the realistic
bridge faults we test, but what percentage of
the realistic bridge defects we test. The de-
fect coverage should be much more indicative
than the fault coverage when it comes to re-
lating test quality to defects per million parts
shipped (DPM) [MB88].

In the rest of this paper we will discuss var-
ious bridge fault models, how accurately they
predict faulted circuit behavior, and how the
choice of a bridge fault model a�ects ATPG
e�ectiveness. We suggest a method for creat-
ing high-coverage tests when using imperfect
models, and we present an experiment show-
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ing our method is workable.

2 Survey of bridge fault

models

A variety of techniques are used to model re-
alistic bridge faults in ICs. Each fault model
makes a set of assumptions about the circuits
and faults being modeled; these assumptions
make the models tractable, but they can lead
to inaccurate prediction of faulty behavior.
We will describe the regions of accuracy and
inaccuracy of each model we discuss.

When the idea of test generation for bridges
was new, the assumption that the bridges
caused wired-AND or wired-OR behavior was
fairly good. In the dominant technologies of
the time (such as TTL), bridges did create
wired logic. However, wired logic does not
accurately reect the behavior of CMOS cir-
cuits [AM91, FL91, MG91]. In fact, the ac-
tual CMOS behavior is far enough from wired-
logic, that we must deal with voltages all the
way from power to ground|including voltages
that may be interpreted by some gate inputs
as a logic 0 and some as a logic 1; this is known
as the Byzantine Generals problem [AM92].

The wired-logic model (wired-AND or
wired-OR) is the easiest model to implement
for simulation and test pattern generation.
It has the bene�t of speed; the wired-logic
model closely resembles the single-stuck-at
fault model with a few additional constraints
[AM85]. The wired-logic model assumes that
one of either the nmos or pmos networks will
always determine the circuit's result. It is rela-
tively easy to present examples in real circuits
where this is not the case [FL91, GP92].

A better model would assume that the cir-
cuit value at the fault site is described in gen-
eral by a Boolean function of the inputs to
the gates driving the bridged wires. This two-

component model can be derived in a num-
ber of ways|two notable methods are analog
simulation [FL91, RP93] and the voting model
[Ack88, AM91].
Two component simulation works well at

modeling the upstream components from the
fault site, but fails to take into account
the possible sensitive behavior of downstream
components. This oversight can be dealt with
in two ways. An optimistic model assumes
that the bridge value is always digitally re-
solvable (in which case it might not always
be correct). A pessimistic model describes
the fault behavior with an incomplete Boolean
function, where some of the bridge's behav-
ior falls within a gray region within which the
model fails to give an answer. Both of these
approaches have been implemented in bridge
fault simulators and test pattern generators
[MG91, FL91].
In order to correctly resolve the gray region

left by the pessimistic model, it is necessary
to take additional circuit information into ac-
count. Depending on the input thresholds of
the downstream components, a voltage in the
gray region may be interpreted as di�erent
logic values: this is known as the Byzantine
Generals problem [AM92]. We can address the
Byzantine Generals problem by characterizing
cell inputs and assigning analog input thresh-
old values, which can then be compared to the
analog bridge value to determine the behavior
of the downstream gates. This technique for
simple threshold determination has been im-
plemented in bridge fault simulators using ex-
tensions of the voting model and using analog
simulation [MA93, RP93]. The simple thresh-
old characterization model assumes that the
analog e�ect of the bridge fault only propa-
gates one level downstream from the fault site.
However, this assumption is not always valid,
and predicting the correct behavior of the fault
may require a more in-depth simulation or an
analysis of a larger region of the circuit.
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Amore general model assumes that the ana-
log behavior induced by the fault extends for
a certain distance beyond the fault site, af-
ter which the circuit behavior is digitally re-
solvable. The EPROOFS simulator [GP92]
implements this within a mixed-mode simu-
lator, where a SPICE-like analog simulation
of the region around the fault site is incorpo-
rated into a digital simulation of the rest of
the circuit. EPROOFS provides correct an-
swers for many cases, especially those involv-
ing feedback or the need for analysis of a larger
region of the circuit, when previous models
would have failed.

EPROOFS uses a promising approach, but
it is slow. Further, there is currently no test
pattern generator that implements such a so-
phisticated model. The only acknowledged
model more accurate is full-circuit analog sim-
ulation, which is unwieldy for circuits of any
signi�cant size.

Even full analog simulation might not al-
ways give correct answers. Individual in-
stances of real circuits are not identical, and
simulations of them are not expected to be ac-
curate to the level of precision that a simulator
such as SPICE might suggest. This is not usu-
ally a problem; digital circuits are designed to
operate correctly in the presence of the small
fabrication and environment variations. But
these behaviors can become signi�cant in the
presence of bridge faults because the circuit is
not necessarily behaving in a digital manner.
A minute voltage di�erence at the fault site
might mean the di�erence between a logic 1
and a logic 0 downstream. Such discrepan-
cies can be unintentional, due to the inherent
inaccuracies of a model, or they can be un-
controllable due to di�erences in the circuits
themselves. Even the most accurate models
available might not correctly predict the be-
havior of a real circuit.

3 Accurately modeling

bridge faults
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Figure 1: Simple determination of input
thresholds

Figure 1 illustrates the input thresholds for a
NAND gate. Here, we determine the logic 0
and logic 1 thresholds for each input when the
other inputs are at non-controlling values. We
see that for the top input, voltages greater
than 2.08 V result in an output voltage be-
low 1.50 V (input logic 1), while voltages less
than 1.97 V result in an output voltage above
3.50 V (input logic 0). A similar analysis for
the second input results in a logic 1 threshold
of 2.27 V and a logic 0 threshold of 2.16 V.
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Figure 2: Distribution of input threshold volt-
ages

Analysis for other cells places all input
thresholds between 1.80 V and 2.90 V, with
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more than 60% of the inputs having thresh-
olds between 2.0 V and 2.5 V. Table 1 gives
the logic 0 threshold for some of the combi-
national gates in a commercial standard cell
library.
For the cell library we examined, voltages

between 1.75 V and 3.0 V are intermediate be-
cause of the range of input threshold voltages
in the same circuits. In Figure 2 we display
the range of cell input thresholds.
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Figure 3: Distribution of bridge voltages

Gate 1st Input 2nd Input 3rd Input
NOT 2.36 - -
NAND 2.02 2.21 -
NOR 2.58 2.81 -
AND 2.25 1.96 -
OR 2.16 2.37 -
XOR 1.83 2.17 -
AOI21 2.29 2.47 1.96

Table 1: Logic 0 input thresholds for sample
gates

Figure 3 is the result of simulating 1000
random patterns against commercial layouts
of the ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits [BF85].

These simulations show that indeterminate
voltages are not uncommon in the presence of
a bridge fault in these circuits. When the two
wires involved in a realistic bridge fault were
forced to di�erent values, a SPICE simula-
tion of the two components driving the bridge
was initiated. The resulting graph shows that
the wired-AND model will accurately predict
about 70% the bridge values at the fault site.
A fault model that combines the wired-AND
and wired-OR models will correctly predict
about 80% of the bridge values. It seems un-
likely that the needed defect coverage can be
met without a fault model that accurately ad-
dresses the 20 % of the bridge values between
1.75 V and 3.0 V.

Developing a solution to the Byzantine Gen-
erals problem raises an interesting issue: What
precision should we assume for our circuit
analysis? We certainly should not assume pre-
cision beyond that a�orded us by our circuit
simulator. For example, if we use SPICE we
can't report more decimal places of accuracy
than SPICE does. But when it comes to trust-
ing the accuracy of the simulator itself, we
must consider two additional sources of inac-
curacy.

2.62 V 4.00 V

Figure 4: Inadequate simple gate thresholds

First, detailed characterization of a particu-
lar region of the circuit may not yield a correct
analysis of the entire circuit. For example, if
we perform SPICE simulations of the NAND
gate in Figure 1, the resulting threshold val-
ues lead to an incorrect analysis of the cir-
cuit in Figure 4. These sorts of con�gurations
might seem contrived, but they are created in
some technology mapped circuits. The simple
method of determining thresholds in Figure 1
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Figure 5: More inadequate simple gate thresh-
olds

will also be inaccurate if there are multiple sets
of inputs that sensitize the gate output, as in
Figure 5. The threshold of the third input
from Table 1 should cause the output of the
lower gate to be a logic 0, but SPICE analysis
shows this isn't the case.

Second, the circuit that we simulatemay not
be a close enough match to the circuit that
is being tested. If the simulation of a vector
results in a bridge voltage of 2.100 V and the
threshold of a downstream component is 2.099
V, should we attempt to predict the output
of the downstream component? What if the
bridge voltage is 2.10 V and the component
threshold is 2.09 V? The correlation between
the simulated circuit and the physical circuit
breaks down well before the end of the preci-
sion reported by SPICE.

Feedback bridge faults add their own com-
plications, but they comprise too large a per-
centage of the realistic circuit defects for the is-
sue of feedback to be ignored. Feedback bridge
faults comprise between 10 and 60% of the to-
tal realistic bridge faults for our commercial
layouts of the ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits

0.00 V

5.00 V 3.00 V

Figure 6: A non-oscillating feedback bridge
fault

[CL93].
For wired logic, the issue of a bridge fault

creating feedback is easy to deal with. When
we consider the wired-AND model, if the fault
appears on the back wire, and it sensitizes the
front wire, the circuit may oscillate [AM85].
All we need to do is disallow tests in which
the front wire is sensitized to the back wire.
Similar arguments can be made for wired-OR
tests invalidated by sequential behavior. More
general arguments can be made for any possi-
ble Boolean bridge function [CL93].
These methods of dealing with feedback

share a common characteristic: each of them
analyzes the potential feedback path, and if it
is sensitized, they reject the test. Instead of
rejecting these tests, a more accurate model
might �nd that the existence of a sensitized
feedback path may actually allow the defect
to be detected. For example, although a cur-
sory analysis might �nd that the circuit in Fig-
ure 6 oscillates, a SPICE simulation suggests
that the output will be stable, and rejecting
the test is inappropriate.
An additional complication is introduced by

the Byzantine Generals problem in the pres-
ence of feedback. It is well known that a feed-
back bridge fault can turn a formerly combina-
tional circuit into a sequential circuit [AM92].
If the bridge can be accurately modeled in the
purely digital domain, the sequential behavior
can be modeled as a latch at the fault site. If
the Byzantine Generals problem is considered,
it is possible for the fault to hold a non-digital
state, as Figure 7 demonstrates. If a digital
latch is inserted at the fault site, the output
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of the XOR gate will be forced to 0 regardless
of the value held by the latch. This is because
the inputs to the AND and OR gates are not
allowed to make separate interpretations of the
bridge value. If the latch is allowed to hold an
arbitrary analog value, the resulting sequential
circuit can hold the non-digital stable state.

1

1

B F

2.2 V

0

logic 0 threshold: 2.37 V

logic 1 threshold: 2.00 V

Figure 7: Non-digital stable state

The number of problems we have presented
cannot be solved at the same time in a timely
fashion. If we wish to generate the best possi-
ble tests in the least amount of time, we need
to decide which of these problems we must ad-
dress at each stage of our test generation pro-
cess and what bene�t we are thereby gaining.

4 Fault Models in ATPG

ATPG is always done with a fault model in
mind. We suggest that bridge fault ATPG
should be done with two fault models in mind.
Usually a sole fault model is chosen because

it is feasible to incorporate that model into the
test generation system. Because test pattern
generation is exponential in the worst case, we
tend to settle for a model that vastly simpli�es
the behavior of the potential defects. Unfortu-
nately, the model that is used to present defect
coverage statistics is usually the same model
incorporated into the ATPG system. That
is, the reported performance of the test pat-
tern generation system is directly tied to the

strengths and weaknesses of the model that
is used not only to generate the tests, but to
grade the tests.
As we discussed previously, there are simu-

lators that evaluate the accuracy of test vec-
tors independently from ATPG systems, but
the results are presented without taking into
account the attempted goal of the provided
test set. The simulator may tell you that 98%
of the bridges of interest are detected by a
given test set, but how closely does this match
the behavior of the actual circuit? There may
be faults declared tested that are not predicted
correctly by the model. We may even test for
98% of the bridges, but the actual bridges we
tested in the real circuit may not be the ones
we thought we were testing for. While the
test engineer might not care how we produced
that test set as long as we delivered what we
promised, if we deliver by accident, we may
not always be so lucky. We need to be alerted
to cases when a test does not detect the be-
havior predicted by the fault model.
In addition, the ATPG tool probably de-

clared that some bridges are untestable; does
this mean that they are untestable in the gen-
eral sense, or untestable under the model used
by the ATPG system? Faults that are declared
untestable by a given model may in fact be
testable, and there might exist another more
accurate model that would have allowed us to
generate a test. We need to be alerted to cases
when a fault declared untestable by one model
can be tested by another.
As we have shown earlier, the model used

to simulate a circuit may never exactly reect
the behavior of an actual circuit. We must
perform a cost-bene�t analysis and use the
best model we can for the cost. ATPG is such
a time-consuming task that we, of necessity,
use a simple model with only a basic corre-
spondence to actual circuit behavior. In some
sense, we cannot a�ord to use the more re-
alistic models for ATPG. We could, however,
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check the ATPG tests with a more expensive|
and thus more accurate|model. This check-
ing model need not be the most expensive and
accurate available; it does need to have in-
creased accuracy in areas in which the gen-
erating model is de�cient.

In order to avoid rejecting a model out of
hand due to isolated inaccuracies, we must
keep track of the assumptions that were made
in the formulation of the model. These as-
sumptions give rise to cases in which the as-
sumptions are not valid (and the model should
not be trusted). By characterizing the reliable
and unreliable regions of operation of a model,
a con�dence estimate, or quality value, can be
assigned to the results of the model for a given
input.

The requirement for more accurate ATPG is
not necessarily a more accurate model. What
is required is a checking mechanism for the
model, similar to the con�dence estimate de-
scribed above. With a con�dence estimate,
an ATPG system can assess the quality of
the tests it generates, and this heuristic can
guide it to generate more reliable tests in gen-
eral. For example, if the test generator can
choose between placing 0.5 V on the bridge
and placing 2.5 V on the bridge, the reliability
of the test will increase if the bridge voltage
is 0.5 V|well away from any input threshold.

Abstracting the fault model inside a circuit
simulator fails to do this, because the simula-
tor and the test pattern generator are com-
pletely independent. What is required is a
better integration of the simulator, the model,
and the test pattern generator so that global
knowledge about the model's strengths and
weaknesses can be exploited to generate more
accurate tests.

5 A sample experiment

To illustrate the potential bene�t of a checking
model in an ATPG system, we present a sam-
ple experiment that compares the fault cov-
erage of a model with and without indepen-
dent veri�cation. We used the Nemesis ATPG
system [Lar92] on the ISCAS-85 benchmarks.
For the generating model, we use the simplest
bridge fault model available: wired-AND. For
the checking model, we use two-component
simulation. We discussed the strengths and
and weaknesses of these models in Section 2.
Both models reject tests that could be invali-
dated because of feedback.
Table 2 shows the results of our two experi-

ments. The defects veri�ed column shows the
results when we generated a complete set of
tests and then ran the set through a simulator
using the two-component simulation checking
model. The defects checked column shows the
results when we generated each test and then
used the two-component simulation model to
verify and prune the tests. This gives the test
pattern generation system another opportu-
nity to generate a test that covers the fault
if the two-component simulation model disal-
lows the test.
With coverage improvements ranging

from 0.04 to 3.49 percent, the additional cov-
erage obtained by the use of the generating-
checking pair a�ords us coverage superior to
that obtained by using wired-AND alone (al-
though still inferior to that of tests gener-
ated using the two-component model [CL94]).
This improvement requires a much smaller
programming e�ort than that required to gen-
erate tests with the two-component model be-
cause wired-AND test generation is very simi-
lar to stuck-at test generation [AM85]. Simu-
lation is conceptually simpler than test genera-
tion, and the e�ort required to create a sophis-
ticated simulator is far below that required to
create an equally sophisticated test generator
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Circuit % defects % defects
veri�ed checked improve

C432 92.27 95.76 3.49
C499 97.63 98.33 0.70
C880 96.14 97.42 1.28
C1355 95.78 95.82 0.04
C1908 95.32 97.03 1.71
C2670 96.46 97.31 0.85
C3540 97.13 97.84 0.71
C5315 98.84 99.00 0.16
C6288 94.56 95.37 0.81
C7552 97.62 97.69 0.07

Table 2: Wired-AND veri�ed & checked with
two-component simulation

[CL93].

The time spent in generating the tests for
the generating-checking pair is more than that
spent to generate tests for wired-AND, by fac-
tor of two to four, and it takes about half of
the time that it takes to generate tests using
the two-component model. In this situation
we have the ability to generate tests using the
two-component model (paying the attendant
costs), but as checking models become more
sophisticated, this comparison is no longer fea-
sible: it is not currently possible to use SPICE
for test generation.

The results of this experiment would be
more interesting if the checking model could
modify the generating model as problems with
the generating model were detected. For ex-
ample, when the two-component simulation
model determined that for a particular pair
of gates and a speci�c set of inputs, the bridge
did not create wired-AND behavior, then the
generating model would no longer attempt to
sensitize the fault with that input. By extend-
ing this idea to more sophisticated checking
models, we have the potential for creating an

inexpensive test generator that produces very
accurate tests.

6 Conclusions and future

research

In order to generate quality tests with high
defect coverages, we need to consider and cor-
rectly handle a large variety of faulty cir-
cuit behaviors|and as we have demonstrated,
some of them can be di�cult to simulate. We
have shown that regardless of the model used
to represent the circuit behavior, there will
always be situations modeled incorrectly|
either due to systematic de�ciencies in the
model or peculiarities of a given circuit. By
characterizing when a model correctly predicts
circuit behavior and when it does not, we can
generate higher quality tests.
Quality tests must not only be accurate, but

also timely. In the search for an optimal cost-
bene�t tradeo�, we suggest using a simple gen-
erating model and a more sophisticated check-
ing model. This allows us to improve the accu-
racy and quality of our generated tests while
allowing us to characterize and improve our
generating model.
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